Terms and Conditions

Provided that a Learning Path does not fundamentally alter its learning outcome during the term, and subject always to the relevant academic program remaining available, the Learning Paths that qualify for credit shall qualify for Credit subject to successful completion of the associated assessment. Standard application requirements apply, applicants must be eligible for their course and successfully complete the required assessment before application to obtain credit. LinkedIn members may also be required to present their LinkedIn Learning certificates to obtain credit. Assessments shall remain valid for as long as the Learning Path qualifies for credit unless replaced by another assessment, and/or provided that a Learning Path does not fundamentally alter its learning outcome during the Term. The University of Huddersfield may directly require payment from members taking an assessment, as long as such payment is solely used to cover costs associated with carrying out the assessment and not for profit. Once a LinkedIn member produces a certificate and passes an assessment, they shall receive timely communication from the University of Huddersfield confirming that they have received credit that can be used upon enrollment with the University’s listed academic programs. In the event that an academic program associated with an approved Learning Path is withdrawn or significantly amended, the University of Huddersfield shall, as far as reasonably practicable, identify alternative options for credit to be awarded, but for the avoidance of doubt, shall be under no obligation to run the academic program as originally planned.